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Abstract
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Intravitreal injection of biodegradable nanoparticles (NP) holds promise for gene therapy and drug
delivery to the back of the eye. In some cases, including gene therapy, NP need to diffuse rapidly
from the site of injection in order to reach targeted cell types in the back of the eye, whereas in
other cases it may be preferred for the particles to remain at the injection site and slowly release
drugs that may then diffuse to the site of action. We studied the movements of polystyrene (PS)
nanoparticles of various sizes and surface chemistries in fresh bovine vitreous. PS NP as large as
510 nm rapidly penetrated the vitreous gel when coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG), whereas
the movements of NP 1190 nm in diameter or larger were highly restricted regardless of surface
chemistry owing to steric obstruction. PS NP coated with primary amine groups (–NH2) possessed
positively charged surfaces at the pH of bovine vitreous (pH = 7.2), and were immobilized within
the vitreous gel. In comparison, PS NP coated with –COOH (possessing negatively charged
surfaces) in the size range of 100–200 nm and at particle concentrations below 0.0025% (w/v)
readily diffused through the vitreous meshwork; at higher concentrations (~0.1% w/v), these
nanoparticles aggregated within vitreous. Based on the mobility of different sized PS-PEG NP, we
estimated the average mesh size of fresh bovine vitreous to be ~550 ± 50 nm. The bovine vitreous
behaved as an impermeable elastic barrier to objects sized 1190 nm and larger, but as a highly
permeable viscoelastic liquid to non-adhesive objects smaller than 510 nm in diameter. Guided by
these studies, we next sought to examine the transport of drug- and DNA-loaded nanoparticles in
bovine vitreous. Biodegradable NP with diameter of 227 nm, composed of a poly(lactic-coglycolic acid) (PLGA)-based core coated with poly(vinyl alcohol) rapidly penetrated vitreous.
Rod-shaped, highly-compacted CK30PEG10k/DNA with PEG coating (neutral surface charge;
diameter ~60 nm) diffused rapidly within vitreous. These findings will help guide the development
of nanoparticle-based therapeutics for the treatment of vision-threatening ocular diseases.
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1. Introduction
Numerous ocular diseases may benefit from more effective drug and gene delivery. Ocular
diseases, such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD), diabetic retinopathy (DR),
diabetic macular edema (DME), cataract and glaucoma, significantly reduce the quality of
life for millions of people worldwide. More than 8 million people suffer from AMD in the
United States alone [1–2], while an estimated 246 million people have diabetes worldwide,
with a third showing signs of DR [3]. The primary therapeutic target for the majority of
severe vision-threatening ocular diseases is the posterior part of the eye, most commonly
treated clinically by intravitreal injection [4–5]. Intravitreal injection has many advantages,
including increased drug concentration at the retina and reduced systemic side effects.
Intravitreal injection of anti-vascular epithelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) medications,
including pegaptanib, ranibizumab, bevacizumab and aflibercept, has been widely used to
prevent severe vision loss in patients with AMD [2, 6–8] and DR [3]. Intravitreal injection
of anti-VEGF agents are now commonly used to treat neovascular AMD, as well as DR,
DME and other ocular diseases [3, 9–11].
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Despite these above advantages, ocular clearance mechanisms typically limit the duration of
activity of free drugs delivered by intravitreal injection. For example, ranibizumab was
estimated to have an intraocular half-life of about 3.2 days post intravitreal administration
into human eyes [12]. Consequently, standard treatment of AMD and DR with ranibizumab
typically requires injections every four weeks over extended periods of time. Repeated
intravitreal injection has drawbacks, including significant challenges in patient access to
treatment, injection-related complications such as increased risk of cataract, retinal
detachment, and endophthalmitis, and high cost [5]. Nanomedicines capable of providing
sustained release and/or penetrating the vitreous gel to reach the retina (particularly
important for gene therapy applications) may help address these important clinical
challenges for the treatment of retinal diseases [4]. Intravitreal injection of drug-loaded
particles has been shown to prolong drug retention up to 3–6 months within the intravitreal
space as compared to free drug solution [13–15]. In addition, intravitreal administration of
non-viral gene vectors can provide safe and efficient gene delivery for various retinal
disorders [16–17]. The size and surface charge of DNA-loaded NP can greatly hinder their
diffusion in vitreous to impair efficient ocular gene delivery [18–20]. In order to allow for
the rational design of nanoparticle-based ocular therapies, it is essential to understand the
microstructure of vitreous in which nanoparticles with different size and surface chemistry
can rapidly penetrate or be long-term retained.
Our group has studied the microstructure and microrheology of biological materials using
real-time multiple particle tracking (MPT) combined with non-adhesive nanoparticles [21–
22]. Polystyrene (PS) NPs were densely coated with low molecular weight PEG (PS-PEG)
and used to study the microstructure of human cervicovaginal (CV) mucus [23], sputum
from cystic fibrosis patients [24–25], human chronic rhinosinusitis mucus [26], brain
extracellular space (ECS) [27] and more. In this study, we applied MPT to characterize the
microstructure of fresh, intact bovine vitreous using non-adhesive PS-PEG NP, and also
investigated the transport properties of drug carriers and non-viral gene vectors in bovine
vitreous. We estimated the average pore size of bovine vitreous and report that the
microrheology of vitreous undergoes a length scale dependent transition from viscous liquid
to elastic solid.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
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Red fluorescent, amine-modified (PS-NH2) and carboxyl-modified (PS-COOH) polystyrene
beads sized 100 nm, 200 nm, 500 nm and 1000 nm were purchased from Molecular Probes
(Eugene, OR). Solid content for all PS NP was 2% (w/v). 750 nm fluorescent PS-COOH
beads (2.6% w/v) were purchased from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA). Methoxy- and
amine-terminated PEG (mPEG-NH2; 5 kDa) was purchased from Creative PEGWorks
(Winston Salem, NC), and methoxy- and maleimide-terminated PEG (mPEG-Mal; 10 kDa)
was purchased from Rapp Polymere (Tubingen, Germany). Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)
(PLGA; LA:GA 50:50) with inherent viscosity of 0.15–0.25 dL/g was purchased from
Lakeshore Biomaterials (Birmingham, AL). Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA; 25 kDa, 88%
hydrolysis) was purchased from Polysciences, Inc. AlexaFluor 555 SDP ester was purchased
from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Branched polyethylenimine (PEI; 25 kDa) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO)
2.2. Preparation of non-adhesive PS-PEG probe nanoparticles
Different-sized fluorescent PS-COOH NP were covalently coated with 5 kDa mPEG-NH2 to
obtain dense PEG coatings as previously reported [27], and resuspended in deionized (DI)
water.
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2.3. Preparation of DNA nanoparticles
Fluorescently labeled, highly compacted CK30PEG10k/DNA NP were were prepared as
previously described [28]. In brief, 30-mer lysine with a terminal cysteine group, CK30, was
synthesized by Fmoc-mediated solid-phase synthesis using an automated peptide synthesizer
(Symphony Quartet, Protein Technologies, Tucson, AZ). CK30 was purified by high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and conjugated to 10 kDa mPEG-Mal via
reaction with the cysteine residue to produce CK30PEG10k. CK30PEG10k was fluorescently
labeled with AlexaFluor 555 SDP ester. CK30PEG10k DNA NP were manufactured by
compacting plasmid DNA with CK30PEG10k at a nitrogen to phosphorus (N:P) ratio of 2:1.
Conventional PEI/DNA NP were formulated as previously described [29].
2.4. Preparation of PLGA nanoparticles
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PLGA was fluorescently labeled as previously described [30]. PVA-coated PLGA NP
(PLGA/PVA) were prepared by an emulsion method. Briefly, 25 mg PLGA polymer was
dissolved in dichloromethane at a concentration of 50 mg/ml, and then added to 5 ml of 2%
PVA solution during probe sonication (VC505, Sonics and Materials, Newtown, CT) at 30%
amplitude for 2 min. The resulting emulsion was immediately poured into 30 ml of 0.3%
PVA solution under constant stirring at 700 rpm for 3 hr. Nanoparticles were collected and
washed with DI water by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 25 min.
2.5. Nanoparticle physicochemical characterization
Particle size and ζ-potential were determined by dynamic light scattering and laser Doppler
anemometry, respectively, using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern Instruments,
Southborough, MA). Samples were diluted in 10 mM NaCl solution at pH 7.2. TEM images
of DNA nanoparticles and PLGA nanoparticles were obtained using a Hitachi H7600
transmission electron microscope (Schaumburg, IL).
2.6. Preparation of intact bovine vitreous samples
Fresh bovine eyes were obtained from a local slaughterhouse. Bovine eyes were enucleated
within 30 min after cows were slaughtered and immediately placed on ice. Bovine eyes were
J Control Release. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 10.
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used within 3 hr after arriving at the lab, and all processing was carried out in a cold room at
4 °C.
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Vitreous gel is inherently fragile, and liquefaction can occur quickly after removal from the
eye. In the absence of ocular support, the delicate structure of the vitreous can be disrupted
simply by gravitational force. We therefore developed an approach (Fig. 1) to access the
central zone of the vitreous, while preserving the vitreous gel in its native state, as follows.
After mechanical removal of extraocular connective tissue, the eyeball was gently placed on
a custom-made round mold with the anterior part of the eye facing up. A scalpel blade was
used to make an incision through the sclera on the side of the eyeball, midway between the
anterior and posterior extent of the eye and perpendicular to the anterior-posterior axis.
Scissors were then used to extend this initial incision circumferentially around the entire
eye. The surgical blade was then used to carefully cut the vitreous body along the same
plane as the circumferential incision of the ocular surface. The anterior part of the eyeball
was removed, leaving intact vitreous exposed in the remaining posterior portion of the eye
(eyecup). For MPT, 2–5 μl of nanoparticle solution was gently injected into the vitreous at
~0.5 cm depth at injection sites using a 30-gauge 10 μl Hamilton syringe. Up to 10
injections at the central vitreous were made for a single experiment. For each bovine
eyeball, only one nanoparticle condition was tested. Kim wipe tissues were used to gently
remove excess liquid generated by the injection on the dissected vitreous surface. A special
50 mm tissue culture dish with cover glass bottom (40 mm × 0.17 mm) (World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota, FL) was carefully placed onto the cut surface, allowing complete
coverage of the cut surface without air bubbles between the vitreous and culture dish
surface. With the protection of the mold, the eyecup was inverted carefully, and then the
mold was removed leaving the eyecup face down on the tissue culture dish. Super glue was
used to fix the edge of the eyecup to the dish. Visual inspection ensured that no super glue
contacted the cut surface of the vitreous. The prepared vitreous sample with injected
nanoparticles was incubated at 25°C for 15 min prior to microscopy, and microscopy was
completed within an additional 15 min.
2.7. MPT of nanoparticles in the intact bovine vitreous
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The concentration of each particle type was chosen to ensure that there were an adequate
number of particles available for analysis, but not so many particles that the movements of
one particle could influence the movements of another. The following concentrations of PS
NPs were used in the MPT experiments: ~0.0025% w/v for 200 nm PS-NH2, ~0.0025% w/v
for 200 nm PS-COOH and PS-PEG, ~0.0006% w/v for 100 nm PS-COOH and PS-PEG,
~0.005% w/v for 500 nm PS-COOH and PS-PEG, ~0.1% w/v for 1000 nm PS-COOH and
PS-PEG, ~0.01% w/v for 750 nm PS-PEG. In order to test the transport of concentrated
nanoparticles in vitreous by MPT, ~0.1% w/v concentration was used for 100 nm and 200
nm PS NPs (both COOH- and PEG-coated). During MPT experiments, PLGA/PVA NP at a
concentration of ~0.005% w/v, and CK30PEG10k/DNA and PEI/DNA NP at a concentration
of ~0.0006% w/v were used.
The motions of nanoparticles were quantified using multiple particle tracking [31–32].
Briefly, 20 s movies at 67 ms temporal resolution were acquired via a dual cascade II 512
EMCCD camera on an inverted epifluorescence microscope (3-I Marianas, Zeiss,
Thornwood, NY). In initial experiments, we tried to mix different sized NP into vitreous
following methods similar to those described in literature [19]. However, the vitreous gel
underwent liquefaction, resulting in significant convection. Our method for vitreous sample
preparation described above reduces vitreous liquefaction considerably; however, we still
observed a small degree of convection close to the cut surface due to liquefaction of vitreous
in contact with the cover glass. In order to minimize possible edge effects from this
phenomenon, a 40 × objective with a long working distance was used to observe the intact
J Control Release. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 10.
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vitreous at a depth of at least 0.35 cm from the cut surface. Trajectories of n ≥ 120 particles
were analyzed for each experiment, and at least 3 experiments were performed for each
condition. Movies were analyzed with Metamorph software (Universal Imaging, Glendale,
WI) to extract time-dependent positional data. The mean square displacement (<MSD>) and
effective diffusivity (Deff) were calculated as previously described [31–32].
2.8. Microstructural and microrheological characterization of vitreous gel
The obstruction-scaling model by Amsden and coworkers [33–34] was applied, in
combination with diffusion data obtained by MPT, to estimate the effective pore size of
mucus [23–26]. This model assumes no chemical adhesive interactions between solute
particles and the gel mesh, and was used here to estimate the sizes of pores within intact,
well-preserved vitreous meshwork.
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The time scale-dependent displacements of non-adhesive PS-PEG NPs were used to
characterize the microrheological properties of gels, including the frequency-dependent
local elastic modulus (G’) and viscous modulus (G”) [27, 35–36]. The principles of
microrheological characterization of a biological gel based on <MSD> data were described
previously [36]. In brief, microrheological data was extracted from the amplitude and time
scale-dependence of the geometrically averaged ensemble mean square displacements of
particles, and both G’(ω) and G” (ω) were calculated from the Flourier transform equivalent
of G(s), the viscoelastic spectrum (here s is the Laplace frequency). Shear frequency (ω) s in
units of rad/s.
Phase angle, δ, is defined as tan δ = G″/G′ and dynamic viscosity is defined as η″ = G′/ω.
The phase angles for a purely viscous liquid and a purely elastic solid are 90° and 0°,
respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Transport of PEG-coated nanoparticles in vitreous
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A dense PEG coating on PS-COOH NP was confirmed by the nearly neutral surface charge,
as shown in Table 1, whereas PS-COOH NP possessed a highly negative surface charge.
100, 200, 500 and 750 nm PS-PEG NP underwent rapid diffusion in bovine vitreous, as
evident by their Brownian trajectories spanning large distances within 3 s (Fig. 2A and
Videos S1–S4). However, 1000 nm PS-PEG particles sized 1190 nm were hindered in the
vitreous gel, as evident by their highly constrained trajectories (Fig. 2A and Video S5). A 2fold increase in particle size, from 510 nm to 1190 nm for 500 and 1000 nm PS-PEG NP,
led to a 30-fold decrease in the ensemble-averaged mean squared displacement (<MSD>) at
a time scale of 1 s (Fig. 2B). The transport of nanoparticles can also be characterized by the
slope (α) of the logarithmic <MSD> versus time scale plots. Unobstructed Brownian
diffusion is indicated by α = 1, whereas α < 1 reflects increasing hindrance to diffusion as α
approaches 0. The average α was 0.90, 0.94 and 0.93 for 100, 200 and 500 nm PS-PEG NP,
respectively, consistent with the Brownian trajectories shown in Fig. 2A. The average α for
750 nm PS-PEG NP was 0.79, which is significantly smaller than 100, 200 and 500 nm PSPEG NP. In contrast, α was 0.50 for 1000 nm PS-PEG NP, indicative of strongly hindered
motion (Table 1).
Fast moving nanoparticles represent a subpopulation of interest, as they are more likely to
diffuse through the vitreous to reach the retina. Therefore, we examined the distribution of
individual particle effective diffusivities (Deff) at a time scale of 1 s (Fig. 2C). 100, 200, 500
and 750 nm PS-PEG NP exhibited uniformly rapid diffusion rates, whereas there were
substantial fractions (80%) of hindered 1000 nm PS-PEG particles. Even the average speeds
of the fastest 20% of 1000 nm PS-PEG particles at τ = 1 s were 15-fold lower than their
J Control Release. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 10.
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average speeds in water (Fig. 2C). In contrast, PS-PEG NP 500 nm or less in diameter
diffused in vitreous gel (Dv) with speeds less than 2.5-fold reduced compared to their
theoretical diffusion in pure water (Dw) at a time scale of 1 s. 750 nm PS-PEG NP exhibited
the Dw/Dv ratio of 4.3 at a time scale of 1 s. 1000 nm PS-PEG particles were slowed about
70-fold reduction in Dv compared to Dw at a time scale of 1 s (Table 1).
3.2. Transport of COOH- and NH2-coated nanoparticles in vitreous
NH2-coated, positively charged (ζ-potential +39 mV at pH 7.2, Table 1) 200 nm PS-NH2
NP were immobilized in vitreous gel, as evident by their highly constrained trajectories (Fig.
3A and Video S6). The immobilization of PS-NH2 NP was also reflected by their
significantly reduced <MSD>, as shown in Fig. 3B, with α value 0.20. The diffusivities of
individual 200 nm PS-NH2 NP were uniformly low (Fig. 3C), and on average 2,200-fold
reduced compared to their theoretical diffusion rate in pure water (Table 1).
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COOH-coated PS NP (PS-COOH) with sizes 100, 200, 500 and 1000 nm possessed negative
surface charges (Table 1). Both 100 nm and 200 nm PS-COOH NPs readily diffused in the
bovine vitreous, evident by their Brownian trajectories and high <MSD> (Fig. 3A–3B and
Videos S7–S8). However, 500 nm PS-COOH NP were hindered, with constrained
trajectories and reduced <MSD> (Fig. 3A–3B and Video S9). The α value for 100 nm, 200
nm and 500 nm PS-COOH NP were 0.86, 0.95 and 0.65, respectively, indicating relatively
diffusive transport for 100 nm and 200 nm PS-COOH NP, but more obstructed transport for
500 nm PS-COOH NP. 100 nm and 200 nm PS-COOH NP were uniformly fast-moving with
the average speed only about 3-fold slower than their average speeds in water, whereas a
substantial fraction of 500 nm PS-COOH NP was hindered with the average speeds at least
60-fold slower than their average speeds in water (Fig. 3C). 1000 nm PS-COOH NP
aggregated extensively in vitreous (Fig. S1A); therefore, their transport properties could not
be quantitatively analyzed. In contrast, 1000 nm PS-PEG particles did not aggregate in
vitreous (Fig. S1B).
To investigate the effect of particle concentration on stability in the vitreous gel, we injected
COOH-coated particles at concentrations similar to previous studies [19]. 200 nm PSCOOH NP aggregated when injected as a concentrated solution (0.1% w/v) (Fig. S1C).
When 200 nm PS-PEG NP were injected at the same high concentration, they were welldistributed throughout the vitreous (Fig. S1D).
3.3. Microstructural and microrheological characterization of vitreous gel
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The size range of PS-PEG probe particles used for pore size analysis was determined based
on limits to particle tracking resolution. First, particles of various sizes were tracked in
ultrapure water, and their ensemble average diffusivities (<Deff>) were compared to
theoretical diffusivities (Dw) predicted by the Stokes-Einstein equation. Particles that
exhibited measured <Deff> with more than 5% deviation from the theoretical Dw were
excluded from the analysis. The deviations for 100 and 200 nm PS-PEG NP were −21 and
−8%, respectively, and thus these particles were not used (Table S1). Second, particles that
exhibited Deff in vitreous below 10−4 μm2/s (microscope limit of resolution [37]) were not
used. Based on these criteria, 500, 750 and 1000 nm PS-PEG NP were used for pore size
analysis. By fitting measured particle diffusion rates to an obstruction scaling model
developed for diffusion of inert particle probes in hydrogels [33–34], we estimated the
average pore size of fresh bovine vitreous to be at least 550 ± 50 nm (Fig. 4), with some
pores as large as 1000 nm (less than 2% of total pores).
<MSD> versus time scale of PS-PEG NP was used to probe the local length-scale dependant
microrheology of the vitreous gel. For PS-PEG NP with sizes of 510 nm and smaller, bovine
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vitreous exhibited a low elastic modulus (G’) at all frequencies probed, with an average G’
of ~40 mPa at the lowest shear frequency measured (2 rad/s) (Fig. 5A–C). In comparison,
the effective G’ exerted by vitreous on 1000 nm PS-PEG particles was 2,800 mPa at the
same shear frequency (Fig. 5D). The vitreous exhibited a distinctly higher viscous modulus
(G’’) than elastic modulus (G’) when probed by 100, 200 and 500 nm PS-PEG NP (Fig. 5A–
C), indicating that the vitreous gel behaves as a permeable viscoelastic liquid for 100–500
nm particles. On the other hand, G’ was greater than G’’ for 1000 nm PS-PEG particles,
indicating bovine vitreous is a viscoelastic solid to particles of this size and larger. The
initial bulk G’ and G’’ for bovine vitreous measured by dynamic shear rheometry were
30,000 ± 12,000 mPa and 16,000 ± 7,000 mPa, respectively [38]. The phase angle δ was
75–80° for 100, 200 and 500 nm PS-PEG NP, while δ was 37° and 28° for 1000 nm PSPEG particles and bulk bovine vitreous, respectively (Fig. 5E). The phase angles for a purely
viscous fluid and a purely elastic solid are 90° and 0°, respectively; 0° < δ < 45° indicates a
viscoelastic solid and 45° < δ < 90° a viscoelastic liquid. This length-scale dependent
change of vitreous barrier property is also reflected by a ~10-fold increase in the dynamic
viscosity, η’’, experienced by 1000 nm PS-PEG particles compared to 100–500 nm PS-PEG
NP (Fig. 5F).
3.4. Transport of drug carrier and non-viral gene carrier nanoparticles in vitreous
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Based on microstructural and microrheological characterization in the bovine vitreous, we
sought to formulate biodegradable drug-loaded nanoparticles capable of rapidly diffusing
through bovine vitreous. The most widely investigated biodegradable nanoparticles for
ocular drug delivery consist of a PLGA core coated with PVA [39–40]. These nanoparticles
possessed an average diameter of 227 nm and a nearly neutral surface charge (owing to PVA
coating), and their spherical morphology is shown in Fig. 6A. As shown in Fig. 6D and
Videos S10, PLGA/PVA NP exhibited transport characteristic of freely diffusive particles,
with average diffusivities only about 3.6-fold reduced in vitreous compared to their
theoretical diffusion in pure water (Table 2).
Highly compacted CK30PEG10k/DNA NP are composed of plasmid DNA complexed with
block CK30PEG10k. These CK30PEG10k/DNA NP are rod-shaped (Fig. 6C). CK30PEG10k/
DNA NP possessed a near-neutral ζ-potential and a hydrodynamic size around 60 nm (Table
2). Compacted CK30PEG10k/DNA NP were found to rapidly diffuse in vitreous, as evident
by their Brownian trajectories and an α value of 0.89 (Fig. 6D–6E, Table 2). CK30PEG10k/
DNA NP were well-distributed throughout the vitreous (Fig. S1F). In contrast, conventional
PEI/DNA NP aggregated within vitreous (Fig. S1E) with average diffusivities about 5,800fold reduced in vitreous compared to their theoretical diffusion in pure water, likely due to
their positive charge (+39 mV; Table 2).
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4. Discussion
Vitreous gel is composed of more than 98% water, with collagen and hyaluronan comprising
the two main solid components; collagen fibrils are interspersed with hyaluronan molecules
forming an extensive and delicate meshwork [42]. The microstructure and microrheology of
vitreous are expected to be important parameters that influence the efficacy of intravitreal
nanomedicines [18–20, 43]. Previously, electron microscopy (EM) was utilized to study the
organization of collagen fibrils and hyaluronan molecules in vitreous gel [44–45] where the
mesh pores of the central bovine vitreous were shown to be as large as 2 micrometers
(frequently > 1 μm) [44]. While an important first step toward understanding the
architechture of the vitreous gel, only the 2D surface geometry of deposited samples could
be observed, leaving the complex hydrated 3D network structure of vitreous unknown.
Furthermore, fixation and dehydration during EM sample preparation may introduce
structural alteration and artifacts to the fragile vitreous meshwork. More recently, vitreous
J Control Release. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 10.
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pore size was estimated not to exceed 575 nm, using fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) [19]. However, this experiment may suffer from artifacts, since
removing bovine vitreous from the eyecup and then mixing it with particles could partly
disrupt the fragile vitreous structure and cause aggregation of collagen fibrils [19]. We did
observe obvious liquidification of vitreous gel and convections when we carried out the
MPT experiment by mixing NP with vitreous gel removed from the eyecup. Here, we used a
novel ex vivo method that preserves the structural integrity of the vitreous gel, combined
with high resolution multiple particle tracking to investigate the transport dynamics of
individual nanoparticles in intact bovine vitreous.
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By measuring the diffusion rates of different sized non-adhesive PS-PEG NP in the fresh,
intact vitreous, we estimated the pore size of central vitreous mesh (average 550 ± 50 nm,
with some pores as large as 1000 nm). Differences between our finding and the previous
FRAP study by Peeters and coworkers [19] may be due to a difference in the probe particles
used. The probe particles in our study were PS-PEG NP with dense covalent PEG coatings
and near neutral surface charge (−6 mV for 510 nm PS-PEG NP). In contrast, those used by
Peeters et al. in FRAP experiments were similarly sized F127 adsorbed PS-COOH NPs
possessing more negative surface charge (−15 mV), indicative of incomplete PEG coating.
Insufficient shielding of probe particles may lead to underestimation of pore size, since
particle adhesion to vitreous mesh cannot be excluded. Indeed, our 510 nm PS-PEG particles
freely diffused, whereas the coated PS-COOH NP (575 nm) used by Peeters were greatly
immobilized in vitreous. We found 500 nm PS-COOH moved (60-fold slowed in
comparison to their diffusivities in water) but much slower than 510 nm PS-PEG (only 2.4fold slowed in comparison to their diffusivities in water). The combination of real-time MPT
and the use of non-adhesive PS-PEG NP with dense PEG coatings can provide advantages
in the characterization of vitreous microstructure.
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Well-coated NP that exhibits minimal adhesive interactions with a gel network can be used
to probe the length-scale dependent rheology of the gel (Fig. 7). Non-adhesive NP much
smaller than the openings (“pores”) in the mesh rapidly diffused through the gel unhindered
by the viscoelastic solid strands, and thus probed the viscoelasticity primarily of the liquid
fluid in the pores. On the other hand, NP larger than the pores was sterically trapped and
thus probe the viscoelasticity of the solid gel. The bovine vitreous behaved as a permeable
viscoelastic liquid at length scales ≤ 510 nm (i.e., when probed with PS-PEG NP ≤ 510 nm
in diameter), but as an impermeable viscoelastic solid at a length scale of 1190 nm and
above. The length-scale dependent transition has important implications for intravitreal drug
delivery. Local viscosity probed by 1190 nm PS-PEG NP (2,800 mPa) was only 10 times
lower than the bulk rheology (30,000 mPa) [38], suggesting non-adhesive particles larger
than 1190 nm are more sterically hindered in the vitreous gel. Biodegradable microparticles
(7.6 μm) showed long retention time with sustained high drug concentration up to 3 months
following intravitreal injection in rats, in contrast to free drugs which were rapidly
eliminated [13]. Thus, biodegradable particles with diameter larger than 1190 nm may be
designed to be immobilized within vitreous for long-term delivery of therapeutics (e.g. antiVEGF agents for wet-AMD and DME). Particles retained for long-term drug release can
reduce the frequency of the invasive intravitreal injections. This poses an important clinical
implication for wet-AMD and DME patients. Less frequent dosing not only reduces the cost
and injection-related complications, but also increases patient compliance.
We found that nanoparticles up to at least 510 nm in diameter with non-adhesive PEG
coating, can diffuse rapidly through the meshwork pores of vitreous, which is in a good
agreement with previous studies [44]. The incorporation of high content of PEG rendered
liposome complex (LPX; ~200 nm) mobile in vitreous otherwise trapped therein [18–19].
Likewise, the glycol groups (-CH2CH2-OH) on self-assembled glycol-chitosan NP, like
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PEG, prevented them from adhering to vitreous meshwork [43]. Diffusive nanoparticles in
vitreous have important implication for targeting drug and gene delivery to the posterior part
of the eye. PVA-coated-PLGA NP (~200 nm), made of all Generally Regarded As Safe
(GRAS) materials, freely diffused within vitreous at speeds only 2-fold slower than their
speeds in water. Potentially, these biodegradable nanoparticles can be engineered to targeted
delivery of drugs to the retina. In this study, we found clinically-tested PEG-coated
CK30PEG10k/DNA NP (~ 60 nm) freely diffused in the vitreous with rates only 4.4-fold
slower than they would in pure water. Their rapid penetration through vitreous meshwork
may at least partly account for the successful gene delivery to the retina following the
intravitreal injection in mice [46]. Despite significant retinal gene transfer efficiency
mediated by subretinal injection of gene vectors [47–48], the intravitreal delivery route is
preferred due to safety issues [49]. Therefore, compacted CK30PEG10k/DNA NP and
potentially other non-viral gene vectors with non-adhesive coatings [16], such as PEG, are
attractive in facilitating passage through the vitreous barrier to effectively transfect ocular
tissue following intravitreal injection.
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The primary mechanism by which a non-adhesive coating improves particle diffusion in
vitreous is most likely the reduction of interactions between cationic NPs and
glycoaminoglycans (negatively charged) in vitreous. We found that negatively charged PSCOOH NP as large as 227 nm freely diffused in vitreous at rates close to that they would in
pure water, while similarly sized positively charged PS-NH2 NP were completely
immobilized. Similarly, cationic PEI/DNA NP, regardless of their small size (~ 40 nm),
were largely trapped in vitreous. PEI-DNA NP did not aggregate during fabrication,
however, severe aggregation was observed upon injection, likely due to charge interactions
between the positively-charged PEI-DNA NP and the negatively-charged vitreous gel
components. Our findings are in a good agreement with previous findings. Anionic human
serum albumin (HSA) NP (~ 100 nm) were shown to effectively enter the retina after
intravitreal injection, whereas positively charged HSA NP were unable to do so [50]. Koo et
al. also demonstrated that cationic PEI-cholanic acid (CHA) self-assembled NP (PEI-CHA)
were found to largely trapped within vitreous, but anionic hyaluronic acid-CHA NP and
HSA-CHA NP penetrated into deeper retina [43]. However, we found that 500 nm and 1000
nm PS-COOH NP were greatly hindered in vitreous, and it could result from the sterical
hindrance from the vitreous meshwork with average size of 550 ± 50 nm. These findings
suggest that many anionic particles may diffuse through vitreous freely via electrostatic
repulsion by negatively charged vitreous meshwork if their sizes are small enough to avoid
the sterical trapping within the vitreous meshwork.
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Nevertheless, a sufficient number of other adhesive interactions between the particle and
vitreous constituents may overcome the effect of electrostatic repulsion and cause particles
to slow or even aggregate, as we and others [19] have observed with PS-COOH NPs in
vitreous. For example, vitreous collagen contains hydrophobic domains [51–52], which can
interact with particles to slow their transport. At dilute particle concentrations (0.0006% –
0.0025% w/v), electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged PS-COOH NP much
smaller (100 – 200 nm) than the effective pore size of bovine vitreous (average 550 ± 50
nm) likely prevents their adhesion to the vitreous structure. This may account for the ability
of these small NP to slip through vitreous pores as rapidly as the PS-PEG NP. In contrast,
the movements of larger 500 nm PS-COOH NP were significantly hindered in vitreous even
at dilute particle concentrations. We hypothesize that this retardation may be due to
formation of a greater number of adhesive interactions per individual NP as particle size
approaches the mesh pore size. Densely coating 500 nm PS-COOH NP with PEG led to
rapid diffusion in vitreous, likely due to effective shielding of the PS-COOH core by nonadhesive PEG. At higher particle concentrations (e.g., ~0.1% w/v), PS-COOH NP,
regardless of particle size, were firmly stuck to and bundled the vitreous meshwork. It is
J Control Release. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 10.
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likely that small anionic particles at high local concentrations may generate a cumulative
number of adhesive interactions sufficient to collapse collagen fibrils around the particles,
leading to the observed particle aggregation in vitreous.
This study utilized bovine eyes as a model for mammalian vitreous. Bovine vitreous is
similar in composition and microstructure to human vitreous [52]; thus, while exact values
may differ, our observations of the importance of size and surface chemistry to NP transport
in bovine vitreous will likely hold in human vitreous as well. Variations in vitreous
properties due to differences in anatomical site, age and disease state remain unknown. We
anticipate that our initial investigation using non-adhesive probe nanoparticles to observe the
effective mesh pore size of bovine vitreous will enable further investigation of human
vitreous in diverse ocular diseases (e.g., AMD, DR and DME), and be helpful in the
development of drug and gene carriers optimized to treat these disorders.

5. Conclusion
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We developed an ex vivo model for studying fresh, intact mammalian eye vitreous. We
found that nanoparticles as large as 510 nm, engineered to be non-adhesive with dense PEG
coatings, rapidly penetrated vitreous. In comparison, positively charged particles were
completely immobilized, while negatively charged particles diffused within vitreous
meshwork only if their size was sufficiently small and their concentration sufficiently low.
The mesh pore size of intact bovine vitreous was estimated by fitting the transport data of
non-adhesive probe nanoparticles to an obstruction scaling model. Vitreous gel behaved as a
permeable viscoelastic fluid to objects smaller than 510 nm, but as a non-permeable
viscoelastic solid to objects of 1190 nm and above. Based on our results, nanoparticles
smaller than 510 nm with non-adhesive coating can penetrate vitreous, on the other hand,
big particles with size of 1190 nm and above can be used for sustained release of
therapeutics due to their ability to retain within the vitreous. Our observations of the length
scale- and surface chemistry-dependent transport of nanoparticles in vitreous will facilitate
more rational design of drug delivery or gene therapy platforms for the eye.
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Fig. 1.
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Schematic depicting set-up for multiple particle tracking (MPT) in fresh, intact central
bovine vitreous. (A) An incision is made through the sclera on the side of the eyeball,
midway between the anterior and posterior extent of the eye. (B) The initial incision is
extended circumferentially around the entire eye. (C) The antierior part of the eyeball is
carefully removed leaving the remaining vitreous intact in the posterior eyecup, and
nanoparticles are injected into the central vitreous using a 30-gauge Hamilton syringe. (D)
Intact vitreous within the posterior eyecup is covered by a coverglass bottom culture dish
and then flipped over so that the exposed vitreous faces down. (E) MPT is performed on a
Zeiss epifluorecent microscope with a 40 × objective. (F) Image of intact vitreous in the
posterior eyecup after careful dissection (corresponding to panel C). (G) Image of prepared
bovine vitreous sample ready for MPT (corresponding to panel D).
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Fig. 2.
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Transport of different sized PEG-coated non-adhesive PS-PEG NP in the bovine vitreous.
(A) Representative trajectories of probe particles (PS-PEG) in the vitreous. (B) ensembleaveraged geometric mean squared displacements (<MSD>) as a function of time scale. The
slope of m = 1 corresponds to unobstructed diffusive behavior. (C) Distributions of the
logarithmas of individual particle effective diffusivities (Deff) at a time scale of 1 s. Error
bars are presented as standard error of mean (s.e.m).
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Fig. 3.

Transport of COOH- and NH2-coated PS NP in the bovine vitreous. (A) Representative
trajectories of particles in the vitreous. (B) <MSD> as a function of time scale. (C)
Distributions of the logarithmas of individual particle effective diffusivities (Deff) at a time
scale of 1 s. Error bars are presented as s.e.m.
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Fig. 4.

Distribution of the effective pore size of the central bovine vitreous was estimated by
obstruction scaling model, with average pore size 550 ± 50 nm.
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Fig. 5.

Microrheology of bovine vitreous. Local elastic modulus (G’. solid line) and viscous
modulus (G’’, dashed line) as a function of frequency for non-adhesive PS-PEG NP sized
100 nm (A), 200 nm (B), 500 nm (C) and 1000 nm (D) (error bars here are represented as
s.e.m). (E) Phase angle (δ) at a frequency of 10 rad/s for probe particles in vitreous
compared to bulk values (“B”) at the same frequency (error bars here are represented as
standard deviation). (F) Dynamic viscosity (η’’) at a frequency of 10 rad/s for probe
particles in the vitreous compared to bulk values (“B”) at the same frequency (error bars
here are represented as standard deviation). * denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05). #
Bulk values of phase angle and dynamic viscosity were calculated based on data reported in
[38].
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Fig. 6.

Transport of PLGA/PVA, CK30PEG10k/DNA, and PEI/DNA NP in bovine vitreous. TEM
images for (A) PLGA/PVA, (B) CK30PEG10k/DNA and (C) PEI/DNA. (D) Representative
trajectories of NP in bovine vitreous. (E) <MSD> as a function of time scale. Error bars are
presented as s.e.m.
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Fig. 7.

Schematic illustrating effect of size and surface chemistry on NP transport in the vitreous
meshwork. Hydrophobic, electrostatic and steric effects all contributed to the particle
transport in vitreous meshwork (as shown in the right column). Particles with size ≤ 1000
nm showed immobilized movements in vitreous because of the steric obstruction; Dilute PSCOOH NP (≤ 200 nm) freely diffuse within vitreous, the transport of 500 nm PS-COOH NP
was greatly hindered and concentrated PS-COOH NP aggregate with vitreous because of the
hydrophobic interaction; PS-NH2 NP aggregate with vitreous because of the electrostatic
interaction with the negative vitreous; PS-PEG NP with non-adhesive PEG coating will
freely diffuse within vitreous if their size no larger than 500 nm.
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227 ± 2
498 ± 4
1135 ± 33
100 ± 1
260 ± 12
510 ± 3
794 ± 16
1189 ± 145
181 ± 4

200 nm PS-COOH

500 nm PS-COOH

1000 nm PS-COOH

100 nm PS-PEG

200 nm PS-PEG

500 nm PS-PEG

750 nm PS-PEG

1000 nm PS-PEG

200 nm PS-NH2

+39 ± 2

−7 ± 1

−6 ± 1

−6 ± 1

−4 ± 1

−5 ± 2

−69 ± 2

−70 ± 5

−65 ± 3

−51 ± 2

ζ–potential (mV)

0.067

0.221

0.049

0.047

0.084

0.01

0.09

0.049

0.019

0.031

PDI

0.20

0.50

0.79

0.93

0.94

0.90

N/A

0.65

0.95

0.86

α[a]

2200

70

4.3

2.4

2.3

2.0

N/A

60

2.2

3.2

Dw/Dv[b]

The ratio of the effective diffusivity of nanoparticles in vitreous (Dv) compared to the theoretical diffusivity of nanoparticles in pure water (Dw). The effective diffusivity values were calculated at a time

scale of 1 s. Dw was calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation using the average particle diameter.

[b]

The slope (α) of the logarithmic <MSD> versus time scale plots. Unobstructed Brownian diffusion is indicated by α = 1, whereas α < 1 reflects increasing hindrance to diffusion as α approaches 0.

84 ± 3

100 nm PS-COOH

[a]

Diameter (nm)

Formulation
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Physicochemical properties of PS nanoparticles
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Table 2

Physicochemical properties of PLGA NP and DNA NP
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Formulation

Diameter (nm)

ζ–potential (mV)

α

Dw/Dv

PLGA/PVA

227 ± 15

−2 ± 1

0.95

3.6

CK30PEG10k/DNA

60 ± 6 *

−1 ± 4 *

0.86

4.4

PEI/DNA

40 ± 3

+39 ± 0.6

0.31

5800

*

Size and ζ –potential for CK30PEG10k/DNA NPs obtained from previous study [41].
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